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ABSTRACT (keywords underlined) 
Detailed analyses of a wide variety of monthly U.S. interest rates series for 1985-1995 are 
summarized. Short tenn rates (of term two years or less) are seen to operate in bivariate Cl(1,I) 
cointegration relationships with the Fed' s Federal Funds Rate Target (Ro), though rates of longer tenn 
than two years do noto The latler operate in trivariate CI(1,l) cointegration relationships with RO 
and a single longer term rateo Thus there are two and only two nonstationruy coromon factors in the 
set ofinterest, one identified with both short teon rates and monetary policy, the other not. (JEL C22, 
e32. E43. E52). 
RESUMEN (palabras clave subrayadas) 
Se presenta el resumen de un conjunto de análisis detallados de una amplia variedad de tipos de interés 
de Estados Unidos en el período 1985-1995. Observamos que cada tipo de interés a corto plazo (con 
plazo de dos años o menos) opera en una relación bivariante de cointegración CI(I,I) con el tipo de 
interés objetivo que establece el Fed para el Federal Funds Rate O~o); esto no ocurre para los tipos 
a más largo plazo. Estos últimos operan en relaciones trivariantes de cointegración CI(I,l) con RO 
y cualquier otro tipo a plazo superior a dos años. Por tanto, solamente uno de los dos factores 
comunes no estacionarios de este conjunto de tipos de interés, el asociado con los tipos a corto plazo, 
puede ser identificado con la politica monetaria. 
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l. Introduction 
The highly relevant question as to the eeonomie meaning ofthe seeond NCF is not resolved in 
This paper presents the results of empirical time series analyses, of monthly data on a wirle 
this paper, hut is the subjeet of ongoing research, though it is clear that it is not eontrolled by 
variety ofU.S. interest rates in 1985-1995, designed to answer the folIowing questions of central 
monetary poliey and it can be represented by any market interest rate of maturity aboye two years. In 
relevance to macroeconomics and financial economics. Does monetary paliey control aU ioterest 
this paper we represent it by the market yield on 30-year Treasury bands, R 30 in the seque!. 
rates at aH maturities regardless ofthe nature of the issuer afthe interest-bearing asset? If not, what 
characterizes those interest rates tbat rnonetary paliey daes control and claes monetary paliey at least 
influence the remaining interest rates? 
1.1 Representing Monetary Policy 
The concept of "the level of interest rates", sometimes stated as "the leve] of the interest 
Monetary poliey is represented in this research by fue midpoint of the Fed' s target band, 
rate", is widely employed in many branches of economic thought. However, the use ofthis concept 
announeed befare the faet throughout the sample analyzecl, fur the Federal Funds Rate, the overnight 
implies that aU ¡nterest rates are driven by a single Nanstationary Common Factor (NCF), that ¡s, a11 interbank loan rateo The effeetive market Federal Funds Rate is denoted by RO in the following. 
pairs of ¡nterest rates operate in CI(I, 1) cointegration relationships. See EngIe and Granger (1987) for An important justification for the use of IP as the main indicator of monetary policy in this 
the definition ofCI(1,l). We will say that a series is 1(1) when its first differenee has a stationary, study is that there is ample evidenee that the Fed actually aehieves this target in the sense that the 
invertible representation. If n 1(1) time series satisfy r < n CI(1,I) relationships, then we say that error RO _ RO is stationary. Rudebuseh (1995) offers such evidenee far daily data in 1974-1979 and 
theyare driven by n-r NCF' s. Thus, one afthe issues we address can be posed as: Is there only one 1984-1992 and, in Section 4 helow, we offer monthly results in 1985-1995 eonfinning his findíngs. 
NCF in interest rates? We find that the answer Is: no, there are two NCF's. Presumably the Fed employs open market operations to implement its target. 
However, even ifthe hypothesis of only one NCF were valid, Le. even if it were empirically The reason that January 1985 is taken as the initial sample date for this researeh is that, from 
legitimate to speak of"the leveI of interest rates", the issue would still remain of whether or not this this date on, the Fed announces its target band before the faet and this band is fairly narrow. In the 
NCF is controlled by monetary poliey. Iftwo NCF's are found, then the question ofwhether or not 1979-1982 period of so-called New Operating Procedures (NOP), when the Fed cIaimed to be 
one ofthem is eontrol!ed by monetarypolicy is still open. We find that one ofthe two NCF's is targeting a monetary aggregate rather than iP, an altemative formulation might well be needed. 
plausibly associated with monetary paliey, hut the other is not. And in many non-NOP periods before 1985 the Federal Funds Rate Targetwas either not puhlie or 
We find that all market interest rates ofmaturity two years or less, which we wilJ eall "short was presented as a band witb such wide limits as to suggest its possible irrelevanee to monetary 
tenn interest rates" int~be sequel, operate in bivariate Cl(l, 1) relationships with the Federal Funds 
:¡ policy. 
Rate Target, IP in the sequel, which is set exaetly by the Fed. Howeyer, IP only influences The Fed diseount rate and the reserves requirements it sets for depositary institutions are also 
longer term rates, a full aceounting for the trends of whieh requiring the seeond NCF. tools ofmonetary policy, of course, but both ofthese are ehanged so infrequently in this sample that 
they must be treated as deterministic. The discountrate was ehanged only 31 times in these 132 
months. An analysis ofthe empirical relationships between iZO and the diseount rate and reserves 
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requirements reveals that, though these relationships are quantitatively outstanding, indicatíng a 
plausibly high degree of coherence in Fed hehavior, the trend properties of 'Ro are by no means 
explained by these other instruments of rnonetary policy. 
In the empirical work reported, considerable care is exercised in looking for possible effects 
ofthe discount rate and reserves requirements on each of the interest rates studied. Such effects are, 
however, largely irrelevant, once the effects of IP are taken into account. The effects ofthese other 
instruments are occasionally visible in residual outliers. 
There are alternative ways of representing monetary policy to be found in the existing 
literature. Dne frequently cited recent paper with such an alternative is Bernanke and 
Blinder (1992), who use RO and R 10 - RO, where R 10 refers to the IO-year T-bond yield, as 
alternative indicators of monetary policy. Our results indicate this to be erroneous. RO is in a 
CI(I,l) relationship with lP and hence can be somewhatjustified, though lP is prefemble for 
samples in which it is available. But our findings indicate that R 10 _ RO does not have the same 
NCF and hence should not be taken as an indicator ofmonetary policy. 
The bivariate analyses between IP and each rnarket yield, reported in Section 4, and the 
trivariate analyses between lP, R 30 and each other market yield of tenn aboYe two years, reported 
in Section 6, place iP at the center of a conceptual model (CM). A full exactly identified CM 
would, for each variable, present a single equation with this variable as dependent, the other variables 
as independent and with stochastic error processes independent across equations. The CM for this 
research states that the (average) Federal Funds Rate Target set by the Fed for a month receives no 
contemporary effect~fof olher variables, that is, the target is varied as a function of strictly lagged 
:7, 
variables, not conterÍiporary values. This is enough in the bivariate Case to exactly identifY the CM 
with the empirical model. In the trivariate case, this hypothesis is insufficient for full identification, 
but it does enough for our purposes. The hypothesis is c1early useful and appears plausible enough as 
an approximation; research to support it would have to be based on reducing the length of the sample 
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¡nterva! from one month to sorne va!ue more in accord with the Fed decision interval, a task beyond 
the Iimits ofthe present research. Results on cointegration, which are central to this paper, do not 
depend at all on this identification hypothesis. 
1.2. Time Series Analysis Practices 
Though this paper is motivated by a desire for better economic understanding, the research 
itselfinvolves extensive applications ofmany Time Series Analysis (TSA) practices, sorne ofwhich 
are not commonplace in the existing applied time series econometrics Iiterature. In fact, the Current 
Consensus-Science Paradigm (CCSP) for econometric TSA is, in our view, extrernely naive, 
inexpensive but ineffective. Specific differential aspects ofTSA practices are described in 
conjunction with reports of each kind of results in Sections 3-6. Sorne general aspects are treated 
here. 
We take for granted basic results in discrete time dornain analysis as synthesized by Box, 
Jenkins and Reínsel (1994) and extended vastly since the initial appearance ofthis book in 1970 and 
the ¡nitial formulations ofintervention analysis, Box and Tiao (1975), and Vector Autoregressive 
Moving Average (V ARMA) analysis, in Jenkins and Alavi (1981) and Tiao and Box (1981). 
The TSA practices followed here systematically employ ARMA forms rather than limiting 
them to pure AR, the CCSP practice. We allow MA forms because they ofien make for more 
economy in parameterization. A particular aspect ofthis arises in the treatment of differencing, where 
the practice we follow is to difference sufficiently to be sure ofthus achieving stationarity in the 
differenced series and then detect overdifferencing by the use of specific MA(l) factors that signal 
overdifferencing when they tom out to be noninvertible under efficient estimation of a statistically 
adequate model with as few other parameters as possible. 
Though the TSA practices employed here recognize the need for a conceptual model based on 
economic theory, initially wide enough to restrict no empirically detectable linear correlation 
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coefficient, but also suggestive of testable restrictions to be considered in the modelMbuilding process, 
we use data-based specification, diagnostic and refonnulation procedures in a consciously iterative 
modelMbuilding approach along lines fírst suggested by Box and Jenkins. This is in marked contrast 
with the CCSP for econometric time series analysis, which tries to deal with specification through the 
estimation of overparameterized models, with redundant parameters that are ofien not even pruned 
out at the end of the analysis, and which scarcely pays any attention to data-based diagnostics, save 
for lip-service encountered in the extensive application of fonnal diagnostic test statistics without 
looking at, or at least without presenting, either graphs of data, residuals or sample correlograms. The 
present paper offers such infonnation for the iIlustrative cases treated and an (unpublished) 
Appendix B is available from the authors on request, containing the l-page univariate specification 
and diagnostic too1s for each of the interest rates studied and diagnostic tools for each bivariate and 
trivariate model presented. 
In the TSA approach fol!owed here, univariate stochastic and intervention anaIyses are 
performed on each variable before consideration of relationsbips between variables, tbis for many 
reasons, including that: (1) this al!ows for systematic initial data screening, (2) establisbes an initial 
knowledge of structures present in the data and (3) sets up an initial criterion for goodness of 
representation with which al! more complex models can be compared. The CCSP for econometric 
time series analysis largely ignores univariate analysis, which seems to suffer mm a kind of 
canonized undervaluation. Authors ofien write as if univariate analysis were too elementary for them 
to need but offer no alternative approach to the three objectives mentioned aboYe. 
One ofthe areas in whích, campared with the CCSP, our procedures are very different and 
much more costly, tt¡6ugh also much more effective, is in the treatment of extreme values and other 
¡~ 
potentiaJly intluentiit incidents in data. We take pains to evaluate the intluence ofsuch incidents on 
parameter estimates and other inferences, this by means of efficiently estimating altemative models 
with and without the corresponding intervention parameters, taken one at a time, in pairs, in triples, 
etc., this in an effort to avoid masking. This is, of course, applied only after a search for extraneous 
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information that can explaín the presence of each sucb incident, because all intervention terms 
justified by such information are lefi in the made!. We cannot report all ofthe models estimated for 
evaluating influence, because space does not pennit it. The reader should, however, be aware that the 
only intervention telTIls reported are those ju~tified by extraneous infonnation or explicitly found to 
be influential. Substantial outliers may well arise in residuals, but the reader should note that all such 
incidents are ofunknown origin and have been explicitly parameterized and checked for intluence and 
have been found not to be influential in the model reported. 
Influential extreme values are not, in fact, a major problem in the sample that we analyze 
here, though they very definitely are important in most ofthe samples treated in the existing literature, 
e.g. those including the NOP period, though authors do not appear to have made any attempt at all to 
detect or to evaluate their influences on findings. 
AH estimated models reported in this paper are estimated under the Exact Maximum 
Likelihood (EML) criterion and implementation described by Mauricio (1995,1996,1997) with a 
program written by him which allows the analyst to check and ¡mpose a wide variety of parameter 
restrictions, both within and across the equations ofthe V ARMA formo Unit MA parameters are 
legitimate under this criterion and implementation and this allows them to signal overdifferencing, 
We aIso occasionally employ the Generalized Likelihood Ratio test for unit MA(l) parameters of 
Davis, Chen and Dunsmuir (1995), to check cases in which the MA(I) parameter estimates are near 
but not literally equal to one. 
The methods we employ for detecting cointegration are based on EML estimation of 
potentially overdifferenced models with potentially noninvertíble MA(1) parameters. When 
cointegration is reliably detected by these methods, a refonnulatíon of the model without 
overdifferencing or noninvertible MA parameters is estimated by EML. lt can easily be shown that 
the resulting rnodels are equivalent to the Phillips (1991) Triangular System Error Correction Model 
(TSECM), not to be confused with tbe Engle and Granger (1987) ECM. Phi1lips (1991) shows that 
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maximum likelihood estimates ofthe cointegration coefficients in this TSECM form have standard 
statistical properties, a result that thus carries over to the EML estimates in our ruodel formo 
Our procedures are equivalent to those proposed by Phillips (1991) and hence comply with 
his suggestions (p. 295) that "If unit roots are known to be present, then our results argue that they 
should be directIy incorporated in roodel specification.", but are not subject to his criticisms (p. 295) 
of the single-equation approaches currently popular in the applied econometrics literature for dealing 
with CI, and are not subjectto his critique (p. 302) that " ... the use ofunrestricted VAR's for 
inferential purposes about the cointegration subspace suffers drawbacks relative to system ECM 
estimation." However, he avoids (p. 297) " ... the construction ofthe likelihoad function for general 
ARMA systems", which Mauricio (1995, 1996, 1997) covers and we use, and he wants an approach 
(p. 299) that" .. avoids the complications of explicit time series modelling", which we consciously 
undertake. 
13 Recent Related Econometric Studies 
There is a vast literature relating to one or more of the parís of this research, but apparentIy 
none that puts the parts together as we do here. Table I summarizes the characteristics of the main 
econometric studies ofU.S. interestrates published reeently. 
Rudebusch (1995) 1S relevant for this paper, because it helps justifY the use of IP to 
represent monetary policy. It does not, however, treat any other ¡nterest rates than the Federal Funds 
Rate and the Fed target for j1. 
The effects of changes in RO on changes in a number ofT-biU and T-bond rates over a wide 
range ofmatllrities f~t 1974-1979 are studied in Cook and Hahn (1989) and for 1974-1979 and 
1987-1995 are studied by Roley and Sellon (1996) by similar methods. In both papers significant 
effects are found for all ¡nterest rates studied and these effects decline with termo The TSA methods 
employed in these two papers do not allow for cointegration testing. The 1974-1979 sample period is 
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a1so for a mueh earlier time than that studied here. Though these factors reduce their relevance for the 
present work, these are two ofthe few papers that eonsider the relationshíps between the Fed' s target 
for the Federal Funds Rate and other interest rates. 
Garfinkel and Thornton (1995) study RO instead of i[o and look for CI with other very 
short term rates, finding one NCF. 
It is remarkable that a substantial number ofrecent papers study the qllestion ofhow many 
NCF's are present in U.S. ¡nterest rates, though none ofthem explicitly relates one NCF with Fed 
activities to control a short term interest rateo Hall, Anderson and Granger (1992) is a frequently cited 
study ofthis kind. Though it only includes T-biUs, Le. Treasury issues ofmaturity one year or less, 
its coverage ofthese is rather exhaustive. Part ofthe authors' results consider a post-NOP sample and 
find only one NCF. This result is consistent with Qne of our results, thOllgh the authors do not 
interpret this NCF as reflecting monetary poliey and their overall coverage ofU.S. ¡nterest rates is 
much narrower than ourS. 
Zhang (1993) studies a wide spectrum ofmaturities, 19 in total, but he limits his interest rate 
series to Treasury issues and he treats the sample ofmonthly data for 1964-1986 with total disregard 
to the possible structural differences under the pre-NOP, NOP and post-NOP monetary paliey 
regimes. His results do suggest, however, that our findings for a later sample may well characterize 
earlier periods as well. He claims to find three NCF's for the full set ofrates and interprets them as 
the level, the slope and the curvature ofthe yield-to-maturity curve. However, he ignores any 
relationship ofone ofthese NCF's with monetary policy and seems to have found one NCF too mauy, 
this due to an error. When he treats the 19 rates togetber, he finds three NCF' s, probably because of 
the low power ofthe Johansen tests when tbe number ofvariables is large; see Johansen (l991b). 
When he examines the 12 T-bill rates alone, he finds one NCF, and when he studies the seven T-bond 
rates alone he finds two, then concluding too soon that his finding ofthree NCF's is eonfinned. But 
he ignores the possibility thatthe one NCF in T-bills may also be one oftbetwo NCF's in T-bonds, 
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which is one of our maio results. This paper is also characterized by many TSA practices that are, in 
our view, misguided, though popular in the contemporary applied econometrics literature. The 
mínimum number of parameters estimated in these models, given the VAR order of four, is 1634 for 
the model with 19 variables, 654 forthe model with 12 variables and 224 for the model with 7 
variables. This is a case of massive overparameterization. No attention appears to be given to the 
data anomalies aod the only residual diagnostics employed is the usual "battery" of fonnal test 
statistics. 
lohnson (1994) criticizes Zhang, claiming that the finding ofmare than ane NCF is due to 
Zhang's use ofa mixture ofT-bilIs, which bear no coupon, and T-bonds, which do, and claiming that 
only zero-coupon equivalents should be used. For this reason lohnson (1994) uses the McCulloch 
(1990) data. We examine this issue for a subperiod of our sample in Section 5 and do not find this 
pasitioo to be empirical1y justified. At tile sarue time, lohnson (1994) indulges in many ofthe same 
CCSP practices in applied econometrics that we find unacceptable and even treats a longer sample 
(1951-1987) than Zhang, thus raising the likelihood of structural differences due to different monetary 
policy regimes. 
It is remarkable that three papers, using the same TSA practices and essentially the sarue data 
by McCulloch (1990), arrive at rather different results. Both lohnson (1994) and Engsted and 
Tangaard (1994) find only one NCF, but Shea (1992) suggests that this conclusion 1S in doubt once 
long term interest rates are included. This strongly suggests that certain details ofthe TSA practices 
actually used are different and important. Probably the generalized carelessness of aU three papers, 
with respect to extreme values (in first differences) and structural changes corresponding to different 
monetary policy regip-tes, is responsible. There are common extreme values of more than seven 
'% 
standard deviations i'Íl size in the first differences of most ¡nterest rates, whenever the NOP period is 
included in a data set together with non-NOP periods; such anomalies, when ignored, are enough to 
mislead Ihe researcher to a finding of cointegration where none exists. We find, in Section 5 below, 
10 
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that the discussion over whether to use McCuIloch-type data versus conventional market yields is 
empiricaI1y irrelevant in any case, at least for the issues afthe present papero 
There are several articles, notably Engle and Granger (1987) and Stock and Watson (1988), 
which are essentially TSA methodological proposals that use U.S. interest rates to iIlustrate the 
proposals. No attention appears to be given to extreme or influential values, especiai1y surprising in 
the case ofEngle and Granger (1987) who use a sample including the NOP period, though 
carelessness as regards the data is patent in the case ofthis paper in which the data source is not even 
mentioned. 
Both EngIe and Granger (1987) and Campbell and ShilIer (1987) analyze the yields 00 the 
one-month T-biII and the 20-year T-bond and find only one NCF, that is, they find these two yields to 
operate in a CI relationship. The sample periods analyzed in these papers are earlier than the one we 
analyze, but our fmdings are quite different. We do no! find these two yields to be cointegrated in our 
sample. 
[INSERT Table 1 near here or before] 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes data sources and 
manipuJations. Section 3 summarizes the results of univariate stochastic and intervention analyses. 
Section 4 offers bivariate analyses of market yield series with the Federal Funds Rate Target. Section 
5 presents bivariate analyses of Treasury yields and McCulIoch rates of equal maturity. Section 6 
surnmarizes trivariate analyses of RO, R 30 and each other market yield of rnaturity aboye two 
years. Conc1uding remarks are offered in Section 7. 
2. Data Analyzed 
With the exception of data on IP, Corporate Bonds and the McCulIoch and Kwon (1993) 
data employed in Sections 3 and 5, a11 ofthe data analyzed here comes from the same source, the 
Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) database, located at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 
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Internet page at the address www.stls.frb.orglfred/data/irates.htmI. Data on Corporate Bonds 
(Moody' s AAA) are from the Federal Reserve Statistical Releases (H.15 Selected Interest Rates) 
offered at the Board of Governors' Internet page at the address 
www.bog.fed.us/releases/HI5/data.htm. Data are monthly for 1/85-12/95 and are means of daily 
data. Included are the Federal Funds Rate (Ro), T-bills at 3, 6 and 12 month maturities (secondary 
market and auetion averages), Commercial Paper and Certifieates ofDeposit at terms of 1, 3 and 6 
months, T-bonds (Treasury Constaut Maturity Rate) at tenns of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 aud 30 years, the 
Fixed Contracts for 30-year Mortgage Rate (FHA) and Corporate Bonds (Moody's AAA). 
T-bills and Commereial Paper appear in the source "quoted on a discount basis" and for 
analysis were transformed to yields to maturity to have them on the same basis as the other series. Al! 
rates are analyzed as the logarithm of one plus the yield as apure number so that our data are on a 
continuously compounded basis. For more details on how the original data 1S constructed, the reader 
should consult the source. 
Data on RO derive from the original source, the Federal Reserve Bank of New Yor~ Report 
of Open Market Operations and Money Market Conditions and was obtained on request to the 
Research Division ofthe Federal Reserve Bank of St touis (webmaster@stls.frh.org). We employ 
the midpoint ofthe official bando Monthly data as averages of daily data are constructed with the 
same criteria as those used by the Fed to construct RO. 
McCulloch and Kwon (1993) offerthe data up to 2/91 that we employ in Section S, univariate 
results on which appearing in Table 4 of Section 3. This data is the most recent available version of 
that found in McCulloch (1990). It attempts to estimate zero-coupon equivalents ofyields foc bonds 
with nonzero coup04~, but also is adjusted for differences in fiscal treatment. For more details on 
how 1t is construeted, see McCulloch (1975, 1990). It also differs from our yield data in being 
end-of-month data rather than monthly average of daily data, though this implies no difference in 
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integration and cointegration properties. It appears in tbe source on a continuously compounded basis 
so transformation is not necessary. 
Our work eovers a number of interest rates on private sector issues that apparently have not so 
far been analyzed in the literature: Commercial Paper and Certificates of Deposit at different terms, 
Moody' s AAA Corporate Bonds Rate and the 30-year Mortgage Rate. 
Tbere appear to he few rates covered in the literature that we do not cover. Sorne studies treat 
more maturities ofT-bills, but tbis is irrelevant generality in practice, since all T-bill rates are clearly 
in CI(l ,1) relationships with iP. In any case, our coverage ofT-bills is quite ample. 
There are sorne ¡nterest rate series available that we do not study. We ignore bank deposit 
rates, all ofwbich were fixed by law unti11986; demand depositrates are still so fixed. We ignore the 
Prime Loan Rate, because it changes too infrequently to be regarded as relevant for statistical 
1 . An 1 f arterly data on average commercial bank interest rates on Personal Loans at ana yS1S. a yses o qu 
two-yeartenn and on New Car Loans at four-year tenn reveal that the former operates in a CI(I, 1) 
relationship with lP and that the latter does so with RO and R 30, but these results are not reported 
here, since they add tittle to those reported. Rates of ¡nterest 00 State and Local Government bonds 
are ignored because they are too nurnerous to know how to choose them; we wOllld expect them to 
operate in CI(1,I) relationships with iP and R 30 as do the yields on Federal Government bonds of 
equal termo 
We began analyses with the 20-year T-bond series published by the Fed. At a certain point in 
relationship analyses with this variable, we detected very unjustifiable extreme values. On requesting 
clarification from the Fed, we leamed tbat, for sorne periods, this series is constructed by the Treasury 
as an interpolation between 10-year and 30-year market T-bond series. For this reason we dropped 
the series from analysis. 
A complete numerical listing of all data analyzed in this paper is available from the authors 
on request as (unpublished) Appendix A. 
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3. Univariate Analyses 
Data analysis begins with single-variable analyses for each interest rate inc1uded in the study. 
Let B stand for the lag or backshift operator such that, for any time series XI' BXt == Xt_l> and let 
v == 1 - B be the difference operator such that V'Xt == XI - Xt_l' Findings are very similar for al! 
interest rates studied: the series R is l(l) and the first difference VR has zero mean and AR(3) 
structure with one positive real root and two conjugate imaginary roots, giving rise to damped 
oscillations with a period of 3-4 months and damping factor around .5, and, in sorne cases, there Is a 
small number of influential impulse interventions in level (R). In a few cases, the imaginary pair of 
roots does not arise. The generic univariate model for an ¡nterest rate can thus be written: 
~(B)VN, ~ '" iid N(0,,,,2) 
whe" ~(B) ~ (1 - ~"B)(l - ~"B _ ~22B2) 
with O < ~" < 1, ~22 + ~,,< 1, ~22 - ~,,< 1, 1~221 < 1, 
and where ~t represents a sum ofintervention tenns, each oftbe fonu roo ~tl ,t· for a parameter 
roo and 
t = t * 
t *t*. 
Results are summarized in Table 2. In the following, we detail one case as íIlustration. The 
case considered is that of ¡P, the Federal Funds Rate Target. Figure 1 presents the graphics and 
other tools used in the analysis. Note that the Q statisties presented below the autocorrelation 
funetion Ú!f....f) and ero~~ correlation funetion Cff....f) graphs in this paper are of the Ljung and Box 
2 
(1978) type; degrees of freedom for the relevan.t X are given in ( ). 
[INSERT Table 2 near here] 
[INSERT Figure 1 near here] 
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The data graph ofthe level wanders, showing no affinity for a constant mean; the sample 
mean is eros sed by the graph only tbree times in 132 observations. This strongly suggests that 
RO ~ J(d) for d ;::: 1. The sample aef dies out only very slowly, eonfirming this impression. 
The data graph ofthe first difference v'R° appears to show fairly strong affinity for a 
constant mean near zero. This serÍes is spedal in the sense that v'RG has 40 zero values in 131 
observations, 15 ofthem together in 1993-1994, which suggests it is somewhat questionable to treat it 
as stochastic; no other interest rate series in the study has this property, which is certainly due to the 
character of 'Ro as exactly set by the Fed. Though aware ofthis speciaJ property of RO, we proeeed 
to treat it as stochastic, and it seems plausible to take viP as mean stationary. The sample aef of 
VRO seems to die out fast enough to support that 'VRo is mean stationary. The sample partial 
autocorrelation function ~t) reveals a value at lag three that appears large enough to entertain an 
AR(3) formo The ARI(3,1) model specified for RO as estimated is: 
(1 _ .46B _ .002B2 - .19B3) 'lIt,' .17%. 
(.09) (.09) (.09) 
The factored form ofthe AR(3) operator is: 
(1 - .78B)(1 + .32B' + .25B2) with period 
(.07) (.10) (.10) 
3.30 months and damping factor = .50 
(.20) (.10) 
where, for an AR(2) operator with imaginary roots, 1 - ~IB M ~2B2, the damping factor is ~ 
2 / _1 (" / (2 r:;:-») AH numbers in () below parameter estimates are and the period is 1t COS '1'1 V--t¡'2 • 
large sample standard error (s.e.) estimates. 
The residuals for tbis estimated model seem to be weII centered at zero mean and 
approximately homoskedastic, though there are 13 zeros in 1993-1994. Of 131 residuals, tbere are 
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seven of absolute value aboye two residual standard deviations; this number is not excessive for the 
nonnal distribution, nor are any ofthe largest residuals very extreme. The graphs of residual acf/paef 
reveal no further structure. There ¡s, furthermore, nothing in the estimated fiodel or the diagnastic 
tools to suggest overdifferencing. 
To check for the possible influence of extreme values in RO, step intervention terms (in 
level) are added selectively to the madel at dates for such extreme values. This is done one-by-one 
and in groups oftwo, three, etc. at once. In the case of IP, estimated model parameters and 
diagnostic results do not change significantly; thus no influential anomalies are detected and none are 
reported in TabIe 2. There are seven interest rates, however, that do present one or more influential 
impulse interventions. Impulse intervention terms are detected when two consecutive step 
intervention terms of opposite sigo are found to just compensate one anather. Especially outstanding 
is the fact that the l-month rates for Certificates ofDeposit and Commercial paper have influential 
December effects in 1986-1992 and 1994 but not in 1985, 1993 and 1995. Table 3 summarizes 
extreme and moderate residual values at common dates, suggesting that contemporaneous 
relationships abound in this set of data. 
[INSERT Table 3 near here] 
Full analyses for the auction averages for T-bills at 3, 6 and 12-month maturities indicate that 
these have essentialIy the same univariate modeIs as the secondary market series presented in Table 2. 
In aU cases, the differentials between auctian averages and secondary market series have small but 
significant positive means but olherwise appear to follow white noise processes with very small 
variances. We thus do not report further on the auction averages. 
Table 4 sum~arizes unívariate results forthe McCulloch and Kwon (1993) data. For pairs of 
the same teno, one from Table 2 (Treasury yields) and one frOID Table 4, the univariate models are 
seen to be similar. 
[INSERT Table 4 near here 1 
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4. Bivariate Analyses ofMarket Yields and Federal Funds Rate Target 
The starting point for relationship analyses is a set of univariate analyses of the series to be 
related, summarized in ajointly estimated multivariate model with diagonal dynamics but general 
contemporaneous specification, and an Initial Conceptual Model (lCM) of the relationships. The 
ICM employed here uses the working hypothesis thatthe Federal Reserve, through open market 
operatians to control the Federal Funds Rate, is capable of detennining the Ievels of aU market 
interest rates in the U.S. economy, except for stationary errors. The many papers that find only one 
NCF in the U.S. tem1 strllcture ofinterest rates, together with the widespread idea that the Federal 
Reserve is at least able to so control very short tenn interest rates, lead us to formulate this ICM. In 
order to check this ICM with the data, bivariate anaIyses of all interest rates in the study, taken one at 
a time together with the Federal Funds Rate Target (Ro), are performed. The statistical implication 
ofthe ICM is that every market ¡nterest rate is in a CI(1,l) relationship with the Federal Funds Rate 
Target. 
In fact, our workíng hypotheses are confinned only in parto It does seem to be the case, as 
o -o· . 
Rudebusch (1995) has already observed, that the Fed's realized error at target, R - R ,IS stattonary. 
lt is also apparently the case that ¡nterest rates, on both public debt and different fonns of private 
debt, operate in CI(1,l) relationships with tbe Federal Funds Rate Target for tenns up to and incJuding 
two years, though the cointegration coefficient a in R; - aRO appears to faH signiflcantlybeJow 
one for tenns of one and two years. At terms ofthree years or higher, however, R' and RO are not 
found to be in a CI(I, 1) relationship at all, but are found to be jointly integrated of order one, TI(1), 
though the first differences do present substantial positive contemporaneous correlation. If one 
assumes tbat RO receives no contemporaneous effect from other ¡nterest rates, ít is seen that the long 
run effeet of RO on ¡nterest rates falls roughly with tenn. 
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Two kinds ofbivariate stochastic result Can be described in a single model fonn as follows: 
[
$U(B) O H VR,' 1 _ r 1 
O $" (B)J L VeR,' - O:R,')J -l-s' "B(1- SB) J[ ::: ] 
CI(l,I)ariseswhen a '* O and e = 1. CI(I,I)doesnotarlsewhen a = Oand/or 
9 < l. The parameters 9 12 and {( 21 are inc1uded to cover lagged effects detected in the data; 
8*21 :: O arises in aH cases without CI(I,I), in a!J cases ofpublic debt and in the effective Federal 
FundsRate. Ofcourse, one assurnes $¡¡(B) = O::::> IBI > 1 fori "" 1,2, Le. autoregressive 
(1) 
operators are stationary. The vector (al t, a2J T is assumed to fullow a bivariate gaussian white noise 
process. The initial specifications for $II(B) and $n(B) are taken from the univariate models of 
iP and R i respectively_ 
Cases in which CI(I,I) is foundare sUffimarlzed in Table 5 and cases in which CI(I,I) is not 
found are summarized in TabIe 6. These tables do not report results for RO, that ¡s, for $ll(B) and 
ah because these are virtually the same in all cases and the same as those appearing in Table 2 for 
the univariate analysis of RO. The residual standard deviation presented in Tables 5 and 6 1S that 
estimated for the other interest rate, a2 • The parameter Po refers to the contemporaneous 
correJation eoefficient between al and a2' 
[INSERT Table 5 near here] 
[INSERT Table 6 near here) 
To elarifY th~analysis proeedures employed, we proeeed to exposit two illustrative cases, the 
first treating (RO, RO) where CI(l, 1) is found, the second treating (RO, R 30), where n(1) is found. 
These two cases reported in detail are extreme cases in terms ofthe maturity ofthe second yield, but 
tbey are nevertheless entirely typical of the two kinds of results obtained. The distinction between 
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yields on 2-year T-bonds, which are CI(l,l) with RO, and on 3-year T-bonds, which are n(1) with 
RO, is just as cIeareut as that between RO and R 30. 
4.1 Federal Funds Rate: Target (RO) and Effective (R 0) 
The bivariate modeljointly estimating the two univariate models has parameter estimates that 
differ substantially from the univariate estimates for sorne parameters and there are many cases of 
high correlations between parameter estimates, that is, the estimation situation is iIl defined. Figure 2 
presents the diagnostics for this model. One can appreciate that: (1) the quality of univariate 
representation has declined very rnarkedly, the acf' s and m9f s suggesting further structure to be 
present and (2) the residual ccf indicates the presence of relationships in both directions and virtualIy 
al! values are positive. These are very typical symptoms of a case with CI(I,l). 
{INSERT Figure 2 near here] 
Amodelofform(l)butwith 9]2 = 8~21 = O isestimated. Theresultisverydifferent 
from the previous experiment. Here, at the same time that a is estimated to be very signifieantly 
different from zero and positive and 8 very close to one, the univariate parameters for RO retum to 
values very near those found in univariate estimation, two of the three parameters in $n(B) do not 
differ significantly frorn zero, the estimation situation is well defined, with no relevant correlation 
between parameters, and diagnostics show the univariate representations to be acceptable and the ccf 
shows a large positive eorrelation between a2t_1 and alt. A check is then earried out to see ¡ftlle 
latter eorrelation is due merely to a few coincidental extreme values; it is not. The next action taken 
is to add 8 12 to the model; nothing notable arises and the ful1 representation seems adequate. We 
proceed to prune out the two parameters in +22(B) that are not needed. 
When CI(1, 1) is found, as in all cases reported in TabIe 5, a final estimation is carried out in 
which: (1) the V factor is removed from the second row ofthe MA matrix and frorn the second 
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variable R i - á.Ro and (2) a constant (mean) parameter ~ is substracted from the second variable 
R i _ &. RO. This estimation yields a1l ofthe parameter estimates given in Table 5, except for that for 
e, which arises in the previous estimation, and also provides a diagnostic operation, since erroneously 
specified cointegration should lead to signs of nonstationarity in the second variable: changes in 
parameter estimates relative to the first estimation, especially a rise in the positive ~22(B) 
parameters, and loss in the quality ofunivariate representation as seen in acf/pacf. In the case of RO, 
Table 5 gives these final estimates and diagnostics are in Figure 3. 
[INSERT Figure 3 near bere] 
The whole analysis with R(l proceeds with the impulse intervention term (in level) in 12/86 
that is found to he influential in the univariate analysis. See the Federal Reserve Bulletin of lune 
1987 (p. 444) for a plausible explanation ofthis incident. Further checks for influence are perfonned 
with impulse effects in level at 7/85, 12/85, 1187 and 4/87, which are the incidents that stand out most 
in the residuals a2 in Figure 3. These tenns are added to the model one-at-a-time, two-at-a-time, 
etc., but the model appears to be robust with respect to these exercises. 
Note that the impulse intervention effects in 12/87 in Table 2 for the univariate analyses of 
the yields on 3-month and 6-month Certificates ofDeposit and Commercial Paper do not appear in 
Table 5. This is because tbese effects are not influential in the bivariate anaJyses though they are 
influential in the univariate analyses. 
4.2 30-year Treasury Bond Rate (R 30) and Federal Funds Rate Target (Ro) 
The joint es~imation of the univariate models for jP and R 30 yields parameter estimates 
close to those founJ in univariate estimation, there is no evidence of indefinitíon in the estimation 
situation, diagnostics presented in Figure 4 show the univariate representation to be adequate and the 
residual ccfmerely suggests contemporaneous correJatian and correJation between a2t_1 and a lt-
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These are symptoms suggesting H( 1), not CI(I, 1). When the feedback effect is incorporated with 
9 12, the final model reported in Table 6 and Figure 5 is obtained. It seems adequate. 
[INSERT Figure 4 here] 
[INSERT Figure 5 here] 
Given our working hypothesis, however, we expect CI(l,I). To double check for this, the 
model of type (1) with 8 12 = 9'*21 = O is estimated. Very unsatisfactory results arise. The CI 
coefficient a. is estimated to he not significantly different [rom zero and the estimate 1S highly 
correJated with the estimate of Po, hoth results heing typical of JI(I), not CI(I,l). The 8 parameter 
is estimated to not differ signiflcantly from zero and is also highly correlated with parameters in 
~22(B)- When the feedback coefficient 9 12 is introduced, as suggested by the residual ccf, the 
previous very unsatisfactory results are repeated. Checks for ínfluence do not alter the conclusions. 
R 30 and RO are apparently JI(I) rather than CI(I,l), which violates our ICM. 
4.3 Comment 
The outstanding concJusion ofthe bivariate analyses with R(l is that yields for maturities of 
3 years or more are not in CI(l, 1) reJationships with '[0, though yields for maturities oftwo years or 
less are. 
lohnson (1994), in a critique ofZhang (1993), claims that mixing yieJds on pure diseount 
bonds, such as T-bills, with yields on coupon bonds, such as T-bonds, wilI lead to tbe rejection ofthe 
CI(l,l) property, implied by the expectations theory ofthe terrn structure ofinterestrates, which is 
framed in tenns of pure discount bonds. This point, if valid, would be applicable to the results 
reported in this section. We therefore examine the relevant empírical issue in the next sectian. 
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5. Bivariate Analyses ofTreasury Yields and McCulloch Rates ofEqual Maturity 
In this section we summarize the results of eight bivariate analyses, each for a given maturity 
as shown in Table 7, which presents the findings. Only Treasury securities are considered in this 
section and the two variables analyzed for each maturity are the conventional yield, R Y, and the 
McCulloch and Kwon (1993) rate, R m; the sample period is that available for the latter and starting at 
the same date as our general sample, Le. 1/85-2/91. The general bivariafe model form employed is 
the same as fonn (1) of Section 4, buí with VRY taking the firsí position, ínstead of vR:°, and 
V(Rm - aRY) takingthe second position, instead of V(R/ - aR}). Table 7 is anaIogous to Table 5, 
because we find that the two series are in a CI(l,!) relationship in aH cases. We do not report the 
AR(3) parameter estimates for $11(8) northe residual standard deviation &\' because they do not 
differ significantly from the univariate results shown in Table 2. $22(8) is of order one in all cases; 
Table 7 reports the estimate of ~22 in 
W22(B) = 1 - ~22B. No intervention tenns are reported in Table 7, because none ofthe potentially 
infiuential incidents is, in fact, found to be infiuentíal in the bivariate model. 
[INSERT Table 7 near here] 
The conclusion of most relevance for present purposes is that, at a given maturity, the 
McCulloch series operate in a CI(I,l) relationship with tbe conventional Treasury yield series 
analyzed in the present paper and this with cointegration coefficient very close to one. This means 
that, at least for the objectives of the present paper and the sample examined here, the kind of critique 
leveled by Johnson (1994) at Zhang (1993) is not empirically relevant. 
6. Trivariate Analyses 
The bivariate analyses of Section 4 indicate that yields with maturities ofthree years or more 
are not in bivariate el(!,l) re!ationships with the Federa! Funds Rate Target, lP. The analyses of 
Section 5 indicate that this is not due to differences between pure discount and coupon bonds, or to 
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other differences between conventiona! yield series and McCulloch series. The questions that 
naturally follow are: (1) what is the number ofn(l) cornmon factors in the set ofyie1ds with maturity 
ofthree years or more? and (2) is '[0 associated witb one ofthem? It tums out that: (1) there are 
only two n(1) common factors in the set ofyields at issue and (2) ¡P is associated with one ofthem. 
Given this result, one can associate the second l(l) factor with any linear combination of yields of 
maturity three years or more that one chooses. In this section we present results that associate this 
second 1(1) eommon factor with the 30~year T-bond yield, R 30. 
follows: 
I 
J O 
l O 
Several kinds of trivariate stochastic result can be described in a single model foon as 
O 
$,,(B) 
O 
1 
O 
O 
o li VR,O l 
O 1
1 
VR,JO I 
$3l(BlJL VeR '-a'IR,o -a,R,JOlJ 
, 
8 ,,(B) 
(2) 
where 9' n(B) e'321B - 9~322B2 andtrivariateCI(I,l)ariseswhen a 1 * O, ~ *- O and 
8 O,a2*,Oand9 1, then bivariate CI(I,!) between R
lO 
and R i 
characterizesthecase;thisdoesnotoccurinthisstudy.If a'l = a2 = O and e <1, thenno 
CI(l,I) relation is found; this case does not occur in this studyeither. The bivariate results ofTable 6 
show that the case of a' 1 *' O, a2 = O and 9 = 1 does not arise. 
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The initial specifications for tPll(B), tP22(B) and 9 12 arise from the bivariate analysis of 
'Ro and R 30 and none of the trivariate analyses require these to be modified. The initial 
specification for $33(B) ís taken from the univariate model of R j • Dne assumes stationarity, Le., 
$j j(B) = O :::> IBI > 1 for i =: 1, 2, 3. The initíal specification ofthe presence ofthe 9 13 parameter 
arises from the bivariate analysis of jP and R i . The 8 parameter signals overdifferencing. The 
8 F 32(B) parameter(s) and the 933 parameter arise from typical refonnulations. The 931 parameter 
arises in the reformulation for the 30-year mortgage rate only. 
The results ofthese analyses are summarized in Table 8, which does not report on $11(B), 
tP22(B), 9 12, 0"1 and 0"2, because these are virtually the same in al1 cases and the same as those 
appearing in Table 6 fm the bivariate analyses of ¡P and R 30. The residual standard d.eviation 
presented in Table 8 is that estimated for R i, &3. The parameters P13 and P23 refer to the 
contemporaneous correlations between al and a3 and between a2 and a3 respectively. Note that 
q.33(B) = l~ tP33B arises in aH cases, the initial AR(3) structure simplifYing in the analysis process. 
The el coefficient al reported in Tablc 8 is defined as al ;;;;; 0.'1 + 0.390.2' whieh is useful in 
making comparisons with the bivariate analyses ofSection 4. The two n(l) series iP and 
R" -R" 
- 0.39 are contemporaneously uncorrelated, where .39 ís the estimate of a in (1) with R 30 
nnder 8 = Po = o. 
Trivariate CI(l, 1) is found in all six cases and in each a final estimation is earried out in 
which: (1) the V faet?r is removed from the third row of the MA matrix and from the third variable 
R; -R" (R 3d' -o 
- al - a 2 :; -.39 R ) and (2) a constant (mean) parameter ¡.l is substraeted from the 
third variable. This estimation yields alI of the parameter estimates given in Table 8, except for that 
for 9, whieh arises in the previous estímation, and also provides a diagnostic operation as in the 
bivariate CI(l,l) case. Note that, for T~bonds, al seems to faH with tenn and a
2 
rises. 
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[INSERT Table 8 near here] 
To clarify the analysis procedures employed, we proceed to exposit the ilIustrative case of the 
3~year T~bond. 
The analysis process begms wíth the estimation of a trivariate model with block diagonal 
dynamics, composed of a bivariate block in (ViP, VR30 ) as specified in Section 4 and a univariate 
block in VR3 as specified in Section 3; contemporaneous correlations are not restricted. In the case 
of R3 (and ofall yields at higher maturities), this trivariate estimation involves a 10ss in the 
adequacy ofunivariate representation for the three variables and residual cci' s show substantial 
contemporaneous correlations between R3 and each ofthe other rates. See Figure 6. 
[INSERT Figure 6 here] 
The analysis proceeds with the estimation of a trivariate model of form (2) but with 
831 = 9' 32(B) = 833 = O. Both al and ~ are estimated to be very significantly different from 
zero and positive, 9 is estimated to be one, the estimation situation is very well defined except for 
evidence of overparameterization in q.33(B), diagnosties show the univariate representations to be 
acceptable and the residual ccf of a2 with a3 reveals 9'321' 
Estimation is repeated with 9'321 included; this parameter is negative and significantly 
different from zero. The ~33(B) operator degenerates at the first step to an AR(2) with two real 
faetors, both with positive parameters, but these parameters are poorly estimated, Le. estimates are 
highly correlated and estimated standard errors are suspiciously high, and one parameter is much 
smaller than the other, suggesting an MA(1) refonnulation, leading to 1 - 933B. The final model, 
with the refonnulations and with differences removed and ¡.t. added, 18 reported in Table 8 and 
Figure 7. 
[INSERT Figure 7 near here] 
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As in the earHer univariate and bivariate analyses, a large variety of checks for influence of 
extreme vaIues shows none to be important in these trivariate modeIs. 
A conclusion from Sections 4 and 5 is that ¡here are atleasl two JI(I) factors driving U.S. 
inlerest rates at maturities ofthree years or more. The conclusion of this section is that there are Qilly 
two JI(I) factors driving U.S. interest rates al maturities ofthree years or more and that one ofthem is 
the same factor driving al! short tenn rates, j.e. the one associated with monetary policy (iP). 
7. Concluding Remarks 
A very simple initial CM is stated in Section 1.1 and Section 3 offers the details ofthe 
univariate analyses of aIl variables. The bivariate analyses ofSection 4 show that there is but one 
NCF, associated with iP and hence with monelary policy (Fed behavior), covering all yields of 
maturity two years or less, but that yields of maturity aboye two years involve at least one further 
NCF. 
The latler result in itself rejects the expectations theory ofthe tenn structure of interest rates 
in a specific way and, even for tenns at two years or less, it appears Iikely that a further facet of 
rejection of Ihis hypothesis arises in the apparent differences in the estimated CI coefficienls for rates 
with similar risk characteristics other than tenn. Our work is not oriented toward testing the 
expectations theory ofthe tenn structure. But this rejection and the Jolmson (1994) critique of Zhang 
(1993) for a similar rejection leads us lo the bivariate analyses ofSecHon 5, between Treasury yields 
and McCulloch and Kwon (1993) series of equal rnaturity. The finding is roundly that these paírs of 
altemative measures (and concepts) ofthe interest rate at a given rnaturity are, in fact, operating in 
CI(I,l) re1ationships .. t'fhe Johnson (1994) critique is thus not empirically relevant, at least for the 
purposes ofthis paper and in this sample. 
Section 6 goes on lo ask and answer the question of how many NCF' s other tban iP are 
present in interest rates of rnaturity aboye two years. There is ane, which we represent with the 
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longest tenn T-bond rate in the data, R 30. This second NCF in U .S. interest rates is not associated 
with monetary policy. Hence the Fed does not control all interest rates, but only the short tenn rates. 
The CM plays a central role in this paper, because it requires that iP be in every model and 
tel1s how to identit)r its contemporaneous correlations witb other variables in a plausible way. 
There are several alternative purely statistical common factor approaches that one can apply to the 
levels of interest rates to get a first guess as to the number ofNCF's present; see Escribano and Peña 
(1994) for a survey ofthese. However, it is not wíse to forego building full multivariate stochastic 
V ARMAmodels to check out this number efficiently. Furthennore, the purely statisticaJ eommon 
factor approaches fail to face the relevance ofthe CM. For example, they migllt well suggest, in the 
bivariate case for short tenn rates, that sorne average of RO and the other rate should be taken to 
represent the NCF rather than ¡P itself. 
Note tbat positive feedback to IP from almost all cointegration vectors is detected at a one 
month lag, that ¡s, é12 < O in al! cases in Table 5 and éB < O in aIl cases in Table 8, except 
Corporate bonds and 30-yenr mortgages. This means that the Fed does follow the rnarket to sorne 
extent when setting its target for the Federal Funds Rate. 
There are several directions for further research in which we hope to obtain results in the near 
future. Whnt is the economic meaning ofthe non_RO NCF in longer term interest rates? Trivariate 
(OI larger) madels with RO and R 30 present and with third variables in a CI(l,l) relationship with 
tbem would shed light on tbis. Foreign interest rates are a possibility as are a number of domestic 
variables. The Fed reaction function already has sorne structure from the results in Sections 4 and 6 
where feedback to iP from the other variables is detected, but the addition oí further variables can 
enrich this retation; see Khoury (1990) for a survey on this subject Hopefully research for periods 
befare 1985 can establish what kinds ofstructural changes, ifany, occurred between the severa! 
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different monetary policy regimes and thus make possible effective model building for longer series 
of interest rates. 
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TabIe l. Characteristics of econometric works cited 
Variables (number) Sample / Sampling Data Source Econometric 
Metbod * Methods Used 
Eugle & l-month T-bill 1952-1982 Not mentioned Proposed in the 
Granger (1987) 20-year T-bond (2) monthly/NA paper 
l-month T-bill 1959-1983 Saloman Brothers Engle & Granger 
Campbell& lO-year T-bond (2) monthly/NA Treasury Bulletin (1987), Pbillips 
Shiller(I987) Wall Street Joumal & Ouliaris (1986) 
Stock & Fed Funds Rate, 3-month 1960-1979 Citibase Pr?posed in the 
Watson (1988) and l-year T-bills (3) month1y/ AD paper 
Fed Funds Rate Target, 1974-1979 Federal Reserve LinearOLS 
Cook& X-month T~bil1, X=3, 6, 12 Incidents of change in Macro Data Library regression on 
Hahn (1989) and Y-yearT-bond, Y=3, 5, Fed Funds Rate Target first dífferences 
7, 10,20 (8) 
X-month, X 1,3,6, and 1952~1987 McCulloch (1990) Johanscn (1988, 
Shea (1992) Y-year, Y=3, 5,10,15,20, monthly and quarterly 1991a) 
25 McCulloch rates (9) IEP 
X-month T-bill 1970-1988 Centre for Research Johansen (1988, 
Hall, Anderson X=1,2,3, ... , 11 (11) monthly/EP in Security Prices 1991a) 
& Granger(1992) (Unív.ofChicago) 
X-month T-bíll, X 1,2, .. ,12 1964-1986 Salomon Brothers Johansen (1988, 
Zhang (1993) and Y-yearT-bond, Y"'2, 3, montltly/BP Mishkin (1990) 1991a) 
4,5, 10,20,30 (19) 
X~month, X 1,2, .. 12 1952-1987 McCulloch (1990) Johansen (1988, 
Engsted& and Y-year, Y=2, 5, 10 monthly/EP 1991a) 
Tanggaard (1994) McCulloch rates (15) 
X-montb, X 1,2,3,4,5,6, 1951~1987 McCulloch (1990) Johansen (1988, 
Johnson (1994) 9,12 and Y-year, Y=2, 3, 4, monthly/EP 1991a) 
5,10 McCullochrates (13) 
Fed Funds Rate, Repurchase 1972-1993 Federal Reserve Johansen (1988, 
Garfmkel& agreements, daily and weekly / AD Bank ofNew York 1991a) 
Thornton (1995) 3-month T-bill (3) 
Fed ~ds Rate; target 1974-1979,1984-1992 Federal Reserve Robust regression 
Rudebusch (1995) and effective rates (2) daily (mídpoint ofthe Bank ofNew York techniques 
official target band) 
Fed Funds Rate Target, 1974-1979,1987-1995 Federal Reserve LinearOLS 
Roley & X-month T-bill, X=3, 6 and lncidents of change in Bank ofNew York, regression on 
Sellon (1996) Y-yearT~bond, Y=l, 3, 5, Fed Funds Rate Target Federal Reserve first differences 
7, 10 (8) data files 
* AD stands for Averages ofDaily figures; EP and BP stand for End ofPeriod and Beginning ofPeriod figures 
respectively; NA stands for Not A vailable. 
Variable 
Federal Funds 
Target 
Federal Funds 
(Effective Rate) 
l-montn Certificates 
ofDeposit 
l-Montb 
Commercial Paper 
3-Montb T-Bills 
(Secondary Market) 
3-Month Certificates 
of Deposit 
3-Month 
Commercial Paper 
6-Month T -Bills 
(Secondary Market) 
6-Month Certificates 
ofDeposit 
6-Montb 
Commercial Paper 
l-YearT-Bills 
(Secondary Market) 
I-YearT-Bonds 
2-YearT-Bonds 
3-YearT-Bonds 
5-Year T-Bonds 
7-YearT-Bonds 
lO-YearT-Bonds 
30-YearT-Bonds 
Corporate Bonds 
(Moody's AAA) 
30-YearFixed 
Mortgage (FHA) 
Table 2. Estimated univariate models for first differences 
ofmonthly averages ofyields: 1/1985 - 12/1995 
~(B) - (1 - ~11 B) Estimated Influential Impulse 
(1 - ~21 B - ~22 B2) Properties Intervention AR(2) Factor Terms (in Level) 
~11 ~'1 ~" Period Damping Value (s.e.) (s.e.) (s.e.) (Montbs) Factor (%) Dates (s.e.) (s.e.) (s.e.) 
.78 -.32 -.25 3.3 .50 - -
(.07) (.10) (.10) (.2) (.10) 
.72 -.28 -.23 304 .48 .57 12/86 
(.08) (.11) (.10) (.1) (.10) (.11) 
.71 -.14 -.33 3.7 .57 • 121X 
(.08) (.11) (.11) (.2) (.10) X=86-92,94 
.71 -.14 -.35 3.7 .59 + 121X 
(.08) (.11) (.10) (.2) (.08) X=86-92,94 
.70 -.12 -.32 3.8 .57 - -
(.Q9) (.11) (.10) (.2) (.09) 
.57 -.03 -.27 3.9 .52 .70 12/87 
(.13) (.14) (.11 ) (.3) (.11) (.12) 
.58 -.06 -.30 3.9 .55 .69 12/87 
(.12) (.13) (.11) (.3) (.10) (.11) 
.58 -.04 -.21 3.9 .46 - -
(.14) (.16) (.12) (.4) (.13) 
.51 -.02 -.27 4.0 .52 .57 12/87 
(.16) (.17) (.11) (.4) (.11) (.13) 
.52 -.03 -.28 4.1 .53 .55 12/87 
(.15) (.16) (.11) (.4) (.10) (.09) 
.58 -.04 -.32 3.9 .57 - -
(.12) (.13) (.11) (.3) (.10) 
.59 -.04 -.33 3.9 .57 - -
(.12) (.12) (.10) (.2) (.09) 
.52 .05 -.32 4.1 .57 - -
(.14) (.14) (.10) (A) (.09) 
.51 .06 -.33 4.1 .57 - -
(.14) (.14) (.10) (.3) (.09) 
.52 .07 -.34 4.2 .58 -
(.14) (.14) (.10) (.4) (.09) 
.55 .0' -.36 4.1 .60 -
(.12) (.12) (.10) (.3) (.08) 
.56 -.01 -.36 4.0 .60 -
(.12) (.12) (.10) (.3) (.08) 
.60 -.08 -.36 3.8 .60 - -
(.1J) (.12) (.10) (.2) (.08) 
- .37 -.16 5.8 040 - -
(.09) (.09) (.8) (.11) 
.16 - - - - -
(.09) 
Resid. 
St.Dev. 
(%) 
.17 
.19 
.19 
.22 
.20 
.23 
.26 
.23 
.26 
.28 
.25 
.24 
.26 
.26 
.25 
.24 
.23 
.21 
.23 
.29 
* Estimated values (%) for 86-92, 94 are .82, 1.18, .57, .31, .73, .49, .47 and .43; s.e. is .10% in all cases. 
+ Estimated values (%) for 86-92, 94 are .77, l.08, .49, .32, .53, .39, .33, and .32; s.e. is .10% in all cases. 
Figure 1. Specification and diagnostic tooIs for the Federal Funds 
Rate Target, RO (data graphs standarized) 
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Table 3. Summary of common univariate residual extreme values 
Variable 2/85 4/85 5t85 6t85 7/85 2186 3/86 5t86 12/86 4t87 5t87 9/87 11/87 12/87 12/88 6/89 1/91 2/91 7/92 5/94 11I94 12194 2t95 
F. Funds (Target) N N P P N 
-
N + P 
F. Funds (Eff.) 
-
P P P P N + + N N + P 
1-M C. Deposit + N P - + P' + P N P' P' N - N P + P' 
l-M C. Paper P N 
-
P + P' + P N P' P' - N + + P' 
3-MT-BiIl ,:RoA .~ .. N N P N + + N + - N + 
3-M C. Deposit + N - P - + + + + P N P' + N - + + 
3-MC.Paper + N - + + + + + P N P' + - N - + + 
6-MT-SilJ + N N + N + + + N + N N + + 
6-M C. Deposit P N + - + + + P N P' + 
- -
+ P 
6-M C. Paper P N - + + + + P N P' + - - + P 
12-MT-Bill + N N + + P + + 
-
+ + N + + + 
l-YT-Bond + N N + - + P + + + + N + + + 
2-YT-Bond + N N + N + P + + N + N 
3-YT-Bond N 
-
+ + P + + N + N 
S-YT-Bond N N + 
-
N + P + N + 
7-YT-Bond N N + N P P P N + 
-
lO-YT-Bond N N + N N + P P N + -
30-YT-Bond N + N + P P N + N 
Corporate Bond N - N N + P + + N + 
30-Y Moctgage P + P + 
P, + stand for positive residuals with absolute value greater than two and between one and two standard deviations respectively (N, - for negative 
values). This table is constructed in two steps: 1) including al1 dates where there is a value ofmore than +/- 2 st.dev. in any one ofthe univariate residual 
series and 2} checking whether at the same dates there is a large value (> +/- 1 st.dev. ) in the other residual series. The frrst step provides a benchmark 
and the second searches for coincidences in extreme values that might reveal how interest rates are related. Sorne extreme values that are not cornmon are 
not reported; all those in the Federal Funds Rate Target are reported. 
P 
+ 
* There is a positive influential impulse intervention tenn at this date in this series. Therefore there is a positive extreme value followed by a negative value of 
approximately the same size in the first difference ofthe series at these dates. For the l-month Certificates ofDeposit and Commercial Paper rates, there are 
additional influential impulse intervention tenns at 12/89, 12/90, 12/91 and 12/92, but they are not reported in the table because these incidents only appear in 
these two variables. 
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Variable (Ri) 
Federal Funds 
(Effective Rate) 
I*Month Certificates 
ofDeposit 
l*Month 
Commercial Paper 
3*Month T-BiIls 
(Secondary Market) 
3*Month Certificates 
of Deposit 
3*Month 
Commercial Paper 
6*Month T*Bills 
(Secondary Market) 
6*Month Certificates 
ofDeposit 
6-Month 
Commercial Paper 
l-YearT*BilIs 
(Secondary Market) 
l-YearT-Bonds 
2-YearT-Bonds 
Table 5. Summary ofbivariate models of each yield, Ri, with the 
Federal Funds Rate Target, RO (cases where CI(l,l) is found) 
Influential Impulse 
$,,(B) 911 S'21 
Intervention Tenns 
a ií )1(%) (in Level) 
(s.e.) (s.e,) (s.e.) (s.e.) (s.e.) (s.e.) Value(%) Dates 
(s.e.) 
1.01 1.00 *.01+ (1*.47B) *.68 .65 12/86 
(.01) (.01) (.04) (.08) (.17) (.07) 
.97 1.00 .21 (1*.67B) *.63 *.11 • 12IX 
(.01) (.01) (.07) (.06) (.16) (.05) X=86*92,94 
1.08 1.00 -.01 (1-.69B) *.53 *.13 • 12IX 
(.01) (.02) (.09) (.06) (.14) (.06) X=86*92,94 
.97 1.00 .15 (1-.86B) *.58 -
(.04) (.03) (.27) (.04) (.08) 
.97 1.00 .34 (1-.70B) *.32 *.15 -
(.02) (.03) (.14) (.06) (.09) (.08) 
1.06 1.00 .21 (1-.68B) -.27 *.17 - -
(.02) (.03) (.15) (.06) (.08) (.09) 
.94 1.00 047 (1*.798)(1*,198) *.52 - - -
(.04) (.01) (.25) (.08) (.12) (.08) 
.95 1.00 .52 (1*.80B) *.37 -.25 -
(.04) (.01) (.20) (.05) (.07) (.11) 
1.02 l.00 048 (1-,80B) -.33 *.29 - -
(.03) (.01) (.21) (.05) (.07) (.11) 
.89 LOO .86 (I*.77B)(1-.34B) -.49 - - -
(.05) (.01) (.29) (.09) (.13) (.06) 
.87 1.00 .96 (1-,77B)(I-.348) *.50 -
(.05) (.01) (.29) (.09) (.13) (.07) 
.82 .96** 1.77 (1-.8lB)(1-.43B) *.43 - - -
(.07) (.05) (.45) (.09) (.13) (.06) 
Resid, 
Po Stdev. 
(s.e.) (%) 
.05 .09 
(.08) 
.11 .09 
(.08) 
.16 .10 
(.08) 
*.06 .15 
(.08) 
.14 .16 
(.08) 
.16 .18 
(.08) 
.07 .17 
(.08) 
.25 .19 
(.08) 
.25 .20 
(.08) 
.15 .19 
(.08) 
.15 .19 
(.08) 
.13 .22 
(.12) 
+ Ifthe cointegration coefficient is restricted to be one, a hypothesis that cannot be rejected, the estimated mean is 
.05% (.01%). This means that fue errors at target have a positive but very small estimated mean. 
* Estimated values are vírtuaUy fue sarue as those shown in notes to TabIe 2. 
** Though noninvertibiJity seems c1ear, an additional check is camed out in this case: the estimated linear 
combination is talcen as a single time series and an ARIMA(2,1,1) is estimated. By !he Generalized Like1ihood 
Ratio Test ofDavis, Chen andDunsmuir (1995) we cannot rejectthe null hypothesis ofnoninvertibility, since the 
likelihood ratio is .002, much smaller than the cut-offvalues of 4.41, 1.94 and 1.00, which are those for confidence 
levels of99, 95 and 90% respectively, CI(I,l) is thus confinned. 
Variable (Ri) 
3*YearT-Bonds 
5-YearT-Bonds 
7*YearT*Bonds 
lO-Year T*Bonds 
30*YearT-Bonds 
Corporate Bonds 
(Moody's AAA) 
30-Year Fixed 
Mortgage (FHA) 
Table 6, Summary ofbivariate models of each yield, Ri, with the 
Federal Funds Rate Target, R g (cases where CI(I, 1) is not found) 
$22(8) (1 - $J1 B) Estimated 
(J - $" B - ~22 B') Sil S'21 Properties Po Resid. AR(2) Factor St.Dev. 
~J1 $" ~" (s.e) (s.e) Perlod Damping (s,e) (%) (s.e.) (s.e,) (s.e.) (Months) Factor (s.e.) (s.e,) 
047 .04 -.28 *.36 
-
4.1 .53 .51 .26 
(.13) (.13) (.09) (.os) (.3) (.Q9) (.08) 
.52 -.01 *.29 ~.36 4.0 .54 .45 .25 
(.11 (.12 (.09 (.05) (.3) (.08) (.08) 
.56 *,03 -.33 -.39 - 3.9 .57 .41 .24 
(.09) (.10) (.08) (.05) (.2) (.07) (.08) 
.58 *.08 -.34 -.38 - 3.8 .58 Al .23 
(.10) (.10) (.09) (.06) (.2) (.08) (.08) 
.60 -.ll -.32 -.36 
-
3.8 .60 .37 .21 
(.09) (.10) (.09) (.07) (.2) (.08) (.08) 
-
.37 -.12 -.30 - 6.2 .35 .42 .23 
(.08) (.08) (.06) (1.3) (.12) (.08) 
- -
-
-
-.71 - - .35 .26 
(.13) (.08) 
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Figure 2. Diagnostic tools fOI the jointly estimated univariate models of the 
Federal Funds Rate, turget jio and effective RO (data graphs standarized) 
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Figure 3. Diagnostic tools for the final bivariate madel of the Federal Funds 
Rate, target jio and effective RO (data graphs standarized) 
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Figure 4. Diagnostic tools for the jointly estimated univariate madels of the 
Federal Funds Rate RO and the 30-Year T-Bond rate R 30 (data graphs standarized) 
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Figure 5. Diagnostic tools for the fmal bivariate 
madel of RO and R30 (data graphs standarized) 
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Table 7. Summary ofbivariate models ofTreasury yields 
with fue McCulloch rate oftbe same maturity 
a ti ¡1(%) ~" S12 S'21 Po Resid. St.dev. 
McCulloch (s.e) (s.e) (s.e.) (s.e.) (s.e) (s.e.) (s.e.) (%) 
Rates 
3-Month ' .98 1.00 .02 .24 -.70 - .48 .17 
(.02) (.01) (.02) (.10) (.14) (.08) 
6-Month .98 1.00 .10 .14 -.94 - .42 .19 
(.01) (.01) (.02) (.10) (.11) (.08) 
12-Month * 1.01 1.00 .10 .09 -1.00 - .52 .19 
(.01) (.02) (.02) (.09) (.12) (.08) 
2- Year 1.03 1.00 -.06 .15 -.97 - .59 .19 
'(.01) (.03) (.02) (.09) (.14) (.07) 
3-Year 1.04 LOO -.09 .28 -.87 - .52 .20 
(.02) (.03) (.02) (.10) (.15) (.08) 
5-Year 1.07 1.00 -.27 .J2 -.81 .29 .53 .19 
(.02) (.03) (.03) (.09) (.13) (.10) (.08) 
7-Year 1.07 1.00 -.29 .J5 -.86 .JO .57 .19 
(.02) (.01) (.03) (.08) (.12) (.09) (.08) 
IO-Year 1.05 1.00 -.07 .46 -.89 .49 .64 .21 
(.03) (.01) (.03) (.08) (.09) (.09) (.08) 
* The Treasury yield is on the T-bi1l; this yield operates in a CI(I,I) 
relationship with the T-bond with unit CI coefficient. 
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Figure 6. Diagnostic tools for the initial block diagonal trivariate model 
of viio, VR3Q and VR1 (data graph standandarized) 
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Figure 7, Diagnostic too1s for the final trivariate mode! of 
vio, VR30 and VR 3 (data graph standandarized) 
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Table 8. Summary oftrivariate models containing the two nonstationary common factors 
&, &, ¡J " ¡l(%) $" e33 en 931 ¡J',,(B) PI3 Pn Residual 
Variable (s.e.) (s.e.) (s.e.) (s.e.) (s.e,) (s.e.) (s.e.) (s.e.) (s.e.) (s.e.) (s.e.) St.Dev. 
(%) 
3-YearT-Bonds .73 .63 l.00 -.89 .79 -.29 -.48 -.128 -.06 .47 .14 
(.03) (.07) (.01) (.40) (.05) (.08) (.10) (.06) (.10) (.19) 
5-YearT-Bonds .61 .81 1.00 -.88 .77 -.34 -.56 
-
-.10B -.07 .39 .11 
(.03) (.05) (.01) (.32) (.04) (.07) (.12) (.04) (.11) (.14) 
7-YearT-Bonds .56 .91 1.00 -.92 .76 -.30 -.75 - -.06B .12 .31 .08 
(.02) (.04) (.01) (.24) (.05) (.07) (.15) (.03) (.10) (.13) 
IO-YearT-Bonds .51 .96 1.00 -.71 .76 -.40 -.94 - -.16 .36 .05 
(.01) (.03) (.01) (.19) (.05) (.07) (.24) (.10) (.15) 
Corporate Bonds .45 .87 1.00 1.25 .87 
-
- - -.08 .20 .09 
(Moody's AAA) (.03) (.06) (.01) (.40) (.05) (.25) (.35) 
30-Year Fixed .53 .87 1.00 1.18 .74 
-
-.18 -.18B -.29B': -.15 -.53 .22 
Mortgage (FHA) (.03) (.07) (.01) (.40) (.05) (.10) (.09) (.08) (.09) (.09) 
